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Helix

Glass and Ceramic - for many years both have been used as exterior surfaces in the most 
sought after architectural developments. Now bring the outside into your own home with the 
new Helix range of aspirational kitchens whose visual impact is unrivalled.

Not only aesthetically unique, these are natural materials that are created to withstand the tests 
of time. Functionally they perform as well as they look; easy to clean, resistant to stains, non-
absorbent, and heat resistant. All whilst being entirely natural and recyclable.

The Helix range is the start of a new genesis of bespoke kitchen materials; aesthetic and design 
orientated – be part of a new generation.
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Helix Terra 

Ceramic is a material that has existed for millennia, only now are we able to utilise its unique 
abundance of properties in a kitchen environment. Firm, resonant, with exceptional resistance 
to chemical, scratch and thermal shock. Also chromatically resistant and impervious to UV rays, 
so the finish cannot fade.

This stunning contemporary kitchen incorporates the simplicity of the ceramic materials and 
avant-garde design. Here you can see the island doors and worktop featuring the Iron Grey 
finish. The left hand housing units, floating wall units and tiling all utilise the Ash finish. The wall 
units and island plinth are shown in the Basalt Grey finish.

The ceramic material allows for highly versatile design, whilst not losing its inherent simplicity. 
Our island and base unit fascias use an incorporated handle. The wall units feature the slab 
design to enhance the visual effect. End panels use plant on ends to create a minimal, cube 
like styling.
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Helix Terra
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Helix Vetro 

There is something visceral and unspoken about the attraction of glass. A material for those 
who are not willing to compromise, who seek perfection in everything they do. Hard but tactile, 
utilitarian but beautiful, a product full of paradoxes but ultimately stunning and desirable.

Helix Vetro transforms the contemporary kitchen into a room where natural and minimalist 
elegance align. Available in a selection of both gloss Lucido finishes, or matt Opaco finishes. 
If you can’t find your desired finish utilise our bespoke colour matching service in both Lucido 
and Opaco options.

This set features the beautifully clean Lucido white finish on the main island units. Incorporating 
the aluminium handle profile, and also utilising cloaking end panels to create the substantial 
boxed aesthetic.

The floating wall units underneath the window use the ultra modern Opaco Black finish to 
create a stunning satin effect. The far wall units are shown in Opaco Charcoal and also in slab 
format to create a very clean uncluttered visual centre piece.
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Helix Vetro
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Helix Vetro
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Accessories & Features

The beauty of the Helix range is its inherent simplicity. We do offer a range of unique accessories 
though that will help add those finishing touches to your perfect kitchen. 
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Imposing Basalt Grey tall wall units are not 
only visually striking but highly practical 
too. The tiling behind the floating base 
wall units uses the Ash finish.

Imposing wall units in Opaco Charcoal finish. 
Simple but effective in slab format.
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Housing units in slab 
format create a sleek 
and uncluttered feel.

An Island Cloaking panel helps create a deliberate 
box like end. Also shown is aluminium plinth and 
a ceramic worktop in the Iron Grey finish.
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Floating wall units use the Opaco Black 
finish, giving a tangible satin effect. 
Featured with integrated handle profile 
and L shaped cloaking panel.

Floating wall units
using plant on end
panels to create a minimal
look. Fascias are featured
with an integrated handle. 
Fascias, panel and worktop are 
all shown in the Ash finish.
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Finish Options

We have created a complete range of finish options for the Helix range.

The Helix Vetro Lucido is available in 9 standard gloss finishes.

The Helix Vetro Opaco is available in 8 standard satin finishes.

The Helix Terra range is available in 3 ceramic finishes.

In both the Lucido and Opaco ranges if you cannot see the finish you desire then utilise our Bespoke 
Finish option to match to your perfect finish.

Pure White

Pure White

Iron Grey

Jet Black

Jet Black

Pearl White

Pearl WhiteBronze

Bronze

Basalt Grey

Charcoal

Charcoal

Dakar

DakarRed

Red

Ash

Warm Blue

Warm Blue

Blackberry Pearl
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The Audley Collection

Designed in Britain. Bespoke tailoring. Hand painted and crafted.

Bespoke design - because all kitchens are not created equally.

Inspired by traditional and elegant styling The Audley Collection unites beautiful design with 
functional practicality. Created by independent British designers and craftsman who covet 
precision and with a fastidious attention to detail.

Kitchens, spaces and living environments come in all shapes and sizes. That is why we can tailor 
your kitchen to your needs with an array of bespoke sizing options and the ability to create any 
painted finish you desire.

The Audley Collection has 3 fascia styling options. Traditional oak shakers, luxurious classic 
smooth shakers, and a more contemporary slab design. All inherently flexible, highly refined, 
and intimately detailed.

A choice of 21 hand painted finishes from our carefully selected palette; catering for timeless 
creams and off whites, to more contemporary natural hues. Or utilise our bespoke colour 
matching service.

Sold only through a select network of highly skilled and committed retailers, we can help you 
create a perfectly integrated traditional kitchen crafted meticulously from the finest timber 
materials, and commissioned to your exacting bespoke personal requirements.
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Burlington

Classic smooth painted finishing, but with a twist. The Burlington marries enduring and 
perceptive styling with a delicate overlow detailing. The result is emphatically sophisticated, 
communicative and compelling. The island and dresser unit are finished in the strong Overcoat 
Blue, the mantle and glazed wall units in Snow, and the base units and tall housings in Taupe 
Grey.

This kitchen utilises an array of unique accessories to stunning visual effect.

The open island end unit is not only aesthetically attractive but functional too. The right hand 
end of the island unit is softened using curved fascias, and the Acanthus corbels are another 
point of noteworthy craftsmanship. 

Two curved dresser doors are used to create a mirrored shelving area and a genuine talking 
point that will be the envy of family and friends.

If sophistication and luxury are what you are looking for, look no further than the Burlington.
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Burlington
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Wallace

The archetypal Traditional In-frame kitchen – quintessentially British. Crafted from solid Oak,  
and shown with fine beading detailing and satin chrome butt hinges. Oak is an enduring 
timber - warm, natural and tactile, yet dependable and fit for all seasons.

In this kitchen environment the Wallace door retains its robust yet subtle proportions, but the 
addition of painted doors mixed with the natural oak finish of the main island units adds that 
little extra something. Here we’ve used the Fern finish on the peninsula unit and seating area, 
whilst the base and wall units are finished in Travertine. 

Cleverly designed accessories bring this set to life and create points of interest. The peninsula 
unit forms a unique focal point, and the 1/3 glazed wall doors add a little extra luxury. The 
plate rack to the left of the cooker offers useful and functional storage space.

There is no mistaking this is an exemplary timber kitchen.
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Wallace
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Hayward

For those contemplating a more classic look the Hayward offers the same proportions as the 
Wallace range but with a luxurious smooth hand painted finish. Simple but captivating – the 
Hayward is fast becoming a signature design classic.

Finished in the bold Redsetter paint option, along with the more classic Soft Sand on the island 
units and the curved dresser and utility units in subtle Alabaster.

Notice the framed end panels which offer differentiation from plain or T&G panelling options. 
Also the concave dresser unit which is truly sumptuous. All finished off with highly polished 
chrome knobs, and profiled plinth – the overall effect is truly inspirational.
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Hayward
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Jerwood

A kitchen for the contemporary purist. Based on traditional foundations, but with sleek and 
minimal styling, forged for the modern home of today. Smooth painted finishes are durable 
and hardy to absorb the realities of daily family life.

For those who are a little more daring this is the perfect range to use a stronger, bolder painted 
finish to create an unparalleled statement. The Jerwood still offers all the customisation of 
sizing and finishing though, so a harmonious and individual environment is still easily within 
reach.

Shown here in the contemporary stone grey finish for the island and wall base units, and then 
mixed with classic snow. Open frame systems are used to create easily accessible storage 
space, and break the run of enclosed units.

Subtle curves soften the edges, and a splash back and polished chrome handles help add the 
finishing touches to what is a truly classic contemporary space.
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Jerwood
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Accessories & Features

Complete your Audley Collection kitchen by incorporating one of the many specifically 
designed and hand crafted accessories to add those finishing touches. Clever storage units, 
open frame systems, hand crafted oak dovetailed drawer boxes, or stylish handles.
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Open Frame Set

These open frame systems help 
create convenient storage space 
without losing the aesthetic styling 
of the in-frame design.

Wirework

Use our appliance doors in tandem 
with internal accessories such as 
base, corner and larder units. Here 
you can see handy storage in a glass 
sided base unit.

Open Island Unit

Our open island end units add that extra touch of class to impressive island units. Not just aesthetically imposing, 
but also clever storage systems. Available with double drawers, oak slats, and with Oak dovetailed drawers 
preinstalled, or with a top open shelf. Corner legs can either be traditionally square in design, or for those who 
desire a softer feel a radiused leg is available.

Storage Units
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Convex Dresser with Shelving

An opulent open curved dresser unit, ideal for shelving to create a stunning centre piece and practical storage for 
your prized glassware

Oak Dovetailed Drawers

Oak Dovetailed drawers are the perfect 
accompaniment to your classic or traditional in-
frame kitchen. Solid Oak, dovetailed throughout, 
hand finished, and available in bespoke sizes to 
fill any ackward space or configuration. For cutlery 
drawers add our solid oak insert trays to tidy your 
kitchen utensils and cutlery.

Storage Units

1/3 Glazed Doors

A focal point that is hard 
to be beaten that will no 
doubt be the source of many 
admiring glances. 1/3 glazed 
doors offer great storage but 
also stunning styling.

Peninsula Unit

Another room centre point, 
drawing you to the heart of 

the kitchen and home.
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Concave Dresser Unit

Imposing, desirable, these concave units create a lasting impression.

Rivington Cornice and Light Pelmet 
and Glazed Doors

Points of difference add that something 
extra special. Utilise the specially designed 
Rivington cornice and light pelmet, and use 
glazed feature doors to open up wall units

Features & Details

Wine Rack

Sitting snugly beneath the curved open dresser, our wine 
rack is perfect for your favourite vintages.

Plate Rack

Convenient traditional storage for your best 
china plates and crockery.
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Framed End Panel

No need for a plain end panel, don’t 
compromise the aesthetic, utilise our framed 
end panels.

1/2 Curved End Unit

Not just an interesting  feature, lovingly made 
with detailed hand craftsmanship, and perfect 
for storing linen, table clothes and table 
accoutrements.

Acanthus Corbels

A traditional touch with fine detailing, decadent and regal Acanthus corbels.

Features & Details
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Quadrant End Panel

Soften and smooth your edges to create a more contemporary look and feel with our radiused quadrant end panels.

Features & Details

Handles

The Audley Collection has brought together a harmonious range of handles to compliment the 
traditional, classic and contemporary nature of the Audley Collection. Choose from an array of 
styles in pewter, nickel, polished chrome and painted finishes to add that final finishing touch.
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Bow handle

HM.555.003

Pewter finish

Cup handle

HM.CT2.006

Brushed nickel finish

Bow handle

HM.CL1.003 Antique pewter finish

HM.CL1.006 Brushed nickel finish

Handle, rectangular

HM.LR2.006 Brushed nickel finish

HM.LR2.00T Titanium finish

Knob

HM.310.013

Pewter finish

Bar Handle

Brushed nickel finish

HM.021.006 - 96mm c 145mm ol

HM.021.016 - 224mm cc 241mm ol

HM.021.026 - 352mm cc 369mm ol

Knob, square

HM.CL9.013 Antique pewter finish

HM.CL9.016 Brushed nickel finish

Bow handle

HM.310.003

Antique pewter finish

Latch handle c/w backplate

HM.CT1.006

Brushed nickel finish

Knob, square

HM.LR4.006 Brushed nickel finish

HM.LR4.00T Titanium finish

Handles
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D handle

HM.107.00K Polished chrome

HM.107.03 Antique pewter

Cup handle

Polished chrome

finish

Cup handle

Polished chrome

finish

HM.861.00K - 64mm cc 74mm ol

HM.861.01K - 128mm cc 138mm ol

HM.861.02K - 160mm cc 170mm ol

HM.752.00K - 96mm cc 144mm ol

HM.752.01K - 128mm cc 176mm ol

D handle

HM.107.00K Polished chrome

HM.107.003 Antique pewter

D handle

HM.693.00K Polished chrome

HM.693.003 Antique pewter

Knob

HM.900.00K Polished chrome finish

HM.900.003 Antique pewter finish

Handles

Knob with circular base

HM.640.00K

Polished chrome finish
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Finish Options

We’ve created an exceptional palette of 21 painted finishes, plus the option for bespoke tailor made finishes. 
All the options have been specifically designed to blend and combine in a multitude of variations. Don’t 
be afraid to mix different finishes – they are intended so that you can create an environment completely 
personalised to your requirements.

Finish Overview

Natural Light Oak
Only available in the Wallace

Painted
21 painted finishes below;

Bespoke Painted
For the ultimate in individuality, select your own unique colour or colours to create a truly incomparable, 
personally inspired kitchen. The scope and vision is limitless.

Please see pocket on inside back cover for a painted finish Colour Guide card.

Disclaimer

Please note that colour samples are a guide only. Due to the 
nature of painted timber products, the actual finished product 
may vary due to natural inconsistencies and variation in grain, 
substrate and structure. Every effort is made to ensure consistency 
between photography, swatches and finished delivered product. 
As with all painted timber product the natural movement of the 
timber can result in cracks over time. The products are presented 
within this brochure as they are intended to be manufactured, 
but due to the technicalities of the product and manufacture 
there could be slight differences between delivered product and 
the images within this brochure.

Please refer to the painted finish Colour Guide card contained 
within the pocket to the right.

AUDLEY
C O L L E C T I O N

COLOUR GUIDE

Travertine Alabaster

Azure

Buttermilk

Cornflower

Fern

Platinum Blue

RedsetterDamascene

Gem Green

Snow

Tea Green

UmberTaupe Grey

Stone GreySoft Sand

Pearl

Graphite

Dark Taupe

Overcoat Blue

Dakar
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